Finishing Solutions Neutralising Agent.
The Cleaning Solution used by Electrolytic Weld Cleaners such as those
produced by Finishing Solutions contains an Acid in Aqueous Solution. In our
case this is Phosphoric Acid although others may contain harsher chemicals
than this.
If any of this acid is allowed to remain on the fabrication after weld cleaning
has taken place it is highly likely that some staining/etching of the surface will
take place which can only be removed by abrasive action.
Traditionally, this acid residue is removed by flushing with clean cold water,
however this is often not effective in removing all of the acid residue unless it
is practical to douse the fabrication with running water. It is often only
convenient to wash down with a container full of water and a sponge. The
container, unless constantly emptied, cleaned & refilled becomes
contaminated and the acid removal process becomes less and less effective
and more and more time consuming.
Finishing Solutions has prepared an Alkali Neutralising Agent, which will react
with any acid residue. The reaction is very visible, as the Neutralising agent
will fizz if and when it is in contact with acid. When no reaction is apparent,
any such contamination is neutralised. The resultant liquid is a harmless salt
solution which can be wiped away with a tissue and discarded.
This process is very quick and convenient and is much favoured by the
Catering, Medical and Bio Chemical Industries as a means of ensuring that no
harmful chemicals are present.
Finishing Solutions Neutralising Agent is supplied in 1 litre trigger spray
containers. It carries no HazChem Directive, and is harmless in use and
can be stored without special precautions.

Directions for use
•
•
•
•

Use sparingly
Direct spray onto area which has been cleaned
Continue to spray until fizzing stops
Wipe dry

